Biopsy Findings In Coronary Arteries Of Sudden Cardiac Death
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Abstract: We performed an autopsy analysis (N=16, 5women, 11 Men Of SCD which occurred in patients aged over 50 years during 2011 To 2014. The following variables were considered: Sex, Age, Medical History, Autopsy findings to macroscopic and histological evaluation of the Heart. The autopsies were performed according to standard techniques. In all subjects, the heart was dissected following standard autopsy protocol and a 5 cm section of the right Coronary Artery (RCA) in the Atrio-Ventricular Groove from its origin, A 5 cm segment of the Left Anterior Descending Artery (LADA) distal to the origin of the Circumflex Artery, but including the region of origin of the circumflex branch and Left Coronary Artery (LCA) from its origin till the Circumflex Branch were excised, Dissected Out. Fixed In 10 % Formalin, Marked For Identification And Sent For Histopathological Analysis. Atherosclerotic Plaques Were Identified In 6.5 % Of Specimens, 69 % Of Males And 31 % Of Female. Such Plaques Were Typically Concentric And More Represented With Necrosis, Calcification, Cholesterol Crystals, And Giant Cells, As Well As Had A Higher Inflammatory Cell Count. Furthermore, Intima And Media Thickness Of Coronary Arteries Were Significantly Higher In Studied Specimens With Visualize The Connective Tissue Layers Of The Adventitia And The Fatty Acid Containing Adipose Cells In The Periadventitial Tissue. In this Study, Age Estimate To Be A Risk Factor For Coronary Atherosclerosis In Individuals More Than 50 Years Old And May Be Used To Predict SCD. Altogether, An Enhanced Understanding Of The Pathobiologic Processes Responsible For Atherosclerotic Changes Might Allow For Early Identification Of A High-Risk Coronary Plaque And There By Provide A Rationale For Innovative Diagnostic And/Or Therapeutic Strategies For The Management Of Coronary Patients And Prevention Of Acute Coronary Syndromes.
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I. Background

Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) Is A Leading Cause Of Death Of Women And Men Worldwide. An Estimated 17.5 Million People Died From This Cause In 2005, Representing 30 % Of All Deaths In The World; Of These, 7.6 Million Were Caused By Coronary Heart Disease (1). Aging Is Associated With Structural And Functional Changes Of The Vessel Wall, Which Result In Decreased Vascular Distensibility And Elevated Arterial Stiffness (1), As A Consequence Of Arterial Stiffness, Systolic Blood Pressure Increases, Causing A Rise In Left Ventricular Workload And Subsequent Hypertrophy. And Diastolic Blood Pressure Decreases, Leading To An Impaired Coronary Perfusion (2), Chronic Systemic Inflammation Has Been Implicated In Atherosclerosis, And May Play A Role In Destabilizing Vulnerable Coronary Plaques, Thereby Precipitating Acute Thrombosis And Clinical Coronary Vessel Events (3).

Atherosclerosis Is A Pathologically Diverse Disease With Heterogeneous Mechanisms Of Progression. Irreversible Atherosclerotic Plaques Begin With Smooth Muscle Cell-Rich Lipid Pool Lesions Referred To As Pathologic Intimal Thickening And It Is A Lipid-Driven, Chronic Inflammatory Disease Of The Vessel Wall In Which Both Innate And Adaptive Immune Responses Play A Role. Moreover, Atherosclerosis Is A Complex Process Involving Inflammation And Cellular Proliferation In The Arterial Wall That Is Mediated By A Variety Of Growth Factors, Cytokines, Thrombotic Factors, And Vasoactive Molecules. Mature Lesions Exhibit Calcification, Which Is Mediated By Cells Similar To Osteoblasts. Infected Agents May Be Involved In The Initiation And/Or Progression Of Atherosclerotic Lesions (4).

Coronary Calcium Is A Specific Marker Of Atherosclerosis, That Has Been Included In The Coronary Artery Risk Development In Young Adults Study (5), And In Subgroups In The Atherosclerosis Risk In Communities Study And The Cardiovascular Health Study (6). Coronary Artery Calcification (CAC) Is A Linear Estimate Of The Total Burden Of Coronary Atherosclerosis That Highly Correlates With Autopsy And Intravascular Ultrasound Assessment (7). In Fact, CAC Provides A Better Estimate Of Burden Of Disease Than Luminal Stenosis As Determined By Angiography (8), Since Less-Obstructive Plaques Actually Give Rise To More Occlusions Than More-Obstructive Plaques Because Of Their Greater Number. In Fact, 70 % Of Patients With Acute MI Have Stenosis Of Less Than 50 % In Their Culprit Artery On Angiography. Therefore, Stress Testing, Which Typically Diagnoses The Physiological Effects Of High-Grade Stenosis, Will Fail To Identify A
Significant Number Of Persons At Risk For A Hard Event (9), CAC Detection By Computed Tomography Directly Detects Only Hard Or Calcified Plaque, But The Calcification Found Essentially Serves As A Surrogate Marker For Soft Or Non-Calcified Plaque As Well, Since In The Vast Majority Of Patients Both Types Of Plaques Coexist Proportionally (10). It Should Be Noted That No Current Imaging Test Is Able To Identify Plaque That Is Prone To Rupture, And That The Presence Of Calcification In A Coronary Artery Does Not Necessarily Indicate A Stenosis At That Site; The Value Of CAC Assessment Is, Rather, In Its Ability To Reflect The Overall Burden Of Coronary Atherosclerosis (11).

The Objective Of The Study Was To Determine The Possible Association Between The Histopathological Changes Of The Coronary Atherosclerotic Lesions And The Risk Of Sudden Cardiac Death (SCD) And Acute Myocardial Infarction (AMI) Using Autopsy Cases.

II. Materials & Methods

This Study Was Conducted From 2011 To 2014 In The Mortuary Of Gandhi Medical College, Secunderabad, Telangana State, India With Sudden Cardiac Death And Death Due To Myocardial Infarction. The Hearts Of 16 Patients (5 Women, 11men) Were Collected At Autopsy Within 8-10 Hrs After Death. Inclusion Criteria Were Age Over 50 Years And An Autopsy Had To Be Intended. All Cause Of Death Were Sudden Cardiac Death And Acute Myocardial Infarction. Human Hearts Were Obtained For A Pathologic Study Of Sudden Cardiac Death Due To Atherosclerosis And Coronary Artery Thrombosis. The Hearts Were Washed In Water Without Further Fixation Or Staining.

The Heart Was Dissected Following Standard Autopsy Protocol At Autopsy. The Coronary Arteries Were Cannulated, Washed With 0.1 Mol/L PBS (Ph 7.4), And Perfused With 1 L Of Freshly Prepared 4 % (Wt/Vol) Paraformaldehyde In 0.1 Mol/L Sodium Phosphate (Ph 7.4) At 100 MmHg. Next, The Heart Was Immersed In 4 % Paraformaldehyde For At Least 24 H At 4°C. A 5 Cm Section Of The Right Coronary Artery (RCA) In The Atrio-Ventricular Groove From Its Origin, A 5 Cm Segment Of The Left Anterior Descending Artery (LADA) Distal To The Origin Of The Circumflex Artery, But Including The Region Of Origin Of The Circumflex Branch And Left Coronary Artery (LCA) From Its Origin Till The Circumflex Branch Were Excised And Dissected Out. All The Sections Of Coronary Arteries From Each Case Were Fixed In 10 % Formalin, Marked For Identification And Sent For Histopathological Analysis. Paraffin Sections Were Made And The Sections Stained Using Hematoxylin And Eosin (H&E) Dyes.

In All The Subjects, The Heart Was Fixed With 10 % Formalin. All Specimens Of Coronary Arteries Were Taken From Each Heart For Histopathological Examination. Twenty-Six Blocks From The Right And Left Coronary Artery Were Cut Into Thick Serial Sections And Each Section Was Stained With Hematoxylin And Eosin Stains. When Necessary, Samples Were Partially Decalcified By Acid Extraction Before Sectioning. The Atherosclerotic Lesion Type Of Each Section Was Carefully Classified By 2 Investigators Simultaneously Using A Double-Headed Light Microscope.

Two Pathologists Independently Estimated The Percentage Of The Tunica Intimal And Medial Surfaces Area Involved With Fatty Streaks And Raised Lesions In The Coronary Arteries. The Consensus Lesion Grade Was The Average Of The Grades Of 2 Pathologists And Raised Lesions Mostly Included An Area Of Hemorrhage, Thrombosis, Ulceration, Or Calcification.

III. Results

Histopathologically, Moderate To Severe Atheromatous Lesions Were Observed In The Coronary Arteries. The Subendothelial Space Was Dilated By An Extracellular Network Containing Large Amounts Of Fibrin/Collagen Composite Materials In Sections Stained With H&E.

In Some Cases, A Numerous Number Of Macrophages And Occasionally Lymphoplasmacyte-Rich Infiltrates Were Detected In The Subendothelial Space With Lipid Deposition (Fig. A And Fig. E). The Intimal And Medial Smooth Muscle Cells Usually Had Swollen Nuclei And Abundant Cytoplasm. In Most Cases, Severe Atheromatous Lesions Containing Abundant Chronic Inflammatory Cells Infiltration (Lymphocytes Were The Dominant Inflammatory Cells) And Calcium Deposits Were Frequently Observed In The Tunica Media And Adventitia Of Coronary Arteries (Fig. G). These Histologic Changes Were Consistent With Atherosclerotic Deposits, Early Aneurysm Formation, And Chronic And Acute Hemorrhage (Fig. B). Numerous Macrophages With Foamy Cytoplasm Infiltrated The Tunica Intima And Media. In Severe Lesions, The Tunica Media Contained Enlarged Macrophages With Foamy Cytoplasm, Hyaline Material, Fibrofatty Plaque, And Mineralized Material. The Lesions Were Characterized By The Deposition Of Lipids And Infiltration Of Lipid-Laden Foamy Cells In The Tunica Intima And Tunica Media, Sometimes Forming Fibrofatty Plaques (Fig. B), Containing Abundant Cholesterol Clefts (Fig. D And E) And Mineralized Material. The Lesions Started In The Tunica Intima And Extended To The Tunica Media And Tunica Adventitia. In Some Cases, Lesions Were Characterized By Dense Intimal Fibrosis With Necrotic Debris And Foam Cells Typical Of Atherosclerosis. Restenotic Lesions Were Characterized By An Increased Proportion Of Loose
Fibroproliferative Tissue, As Well As All Types Of Lesion Pathology Were Observed In Proximal, Mid, Distal And Branch Segments In These 13 Cases. However, Proximal Lesions Were More Commonly Atheromatous Plaques (Fig. D) As Compared With Distal Narrowing. Moreover, The Combination Of Densely Layered Collagen And Degenerating Tissue Was Significantly More Common In Specimens From Pathologic Lesions, Whereas Loosely Arranged Proliferative Tissue Was Significantly More Common In Tissue From Atherosclerotic Lesions (Fig. F). Furthermore, The Study Has Revealed That Ruptured Plaques Of Human Autopsied Affected Were Characterized By The Presence Of A More Severe Inflammatory Infiltrate (Fig. A), Constituted By Monocytes, Macrophages, And Lymphocyte Cells. Areas Of Necrosis And The Existence Of Giant Cells Were Also More Frequent In Segments With Luminal Atherosclerotic Plaques. Inflammatory Cells Were More Abundant Within Segments With Luminal Atherosclerotic Plaques (Fig. G). Calcium Deposits Were More Commonly Seen In Segments Containing Luminal Atherosclerotic Plaques. Whereas The Presence Of Calcium Deposits Had An Excellent Specificity Of Luminal Atherosclerotic Plaques, The Majority Of Atherosclerotic Plaques (Fig. D) Were Not Calcified, And Hence, Sensitivity Was Much Lower. Although We Had Not Stained The Internal Elastic Lamina Because Of Extreme Superficiality Of The Calcified Areas, We Supposed That Most Of Them Were Intimal In Location. In The Present Study, Calcium In The Coronary Plaque Is Often Fragmented And May Be Located Deep In The Plaque Or Close To The Surface (Fig. F), However The Frequency Of Calcified Nodules (With Surface Thrombus), A Form Of Calcification That Results In Irregular Nodules Of Calcium (Fig. C), Is Higher In Coronary Disease. Finally, The Most Important Findings Were The Presence Of Pseudocalcium Deposits And Arterial Wall Degeneration. Proliferative Lesions Have Been Found In The Coronary Arteries Of Sixteen Specimens Of Human Autopsy. In The Present Study, 69 % Of Male And 31 % Of Female Showed Atherosclerosis.

IV. Discussion

Atherosclerosis Is A Disease Of Large- And Medium-Sized Muscular Arteries, Characterized By Inflammation Of Smooth Muscle Cells And Formation Of Atherosclerotic Plaques Composed Of Necrotic Cores; Calcium Deposits; And An Accumulation Of Modified Lipids, Endothelial Cells, Leukocytes, And Foam Cells (12). Many Components Of The Vascular, Metabolic, And Immune Systems Are Involved In This Process (13). Buildup Of Material And Infiltrates Leads To Vascular Remodeling, Acute And Chronic Luminal Obstruction, Abnormalities Of Blood Flow And Diminished Oxygen Supply To Target Organs. In Human Beings, Atherosclerosis Is The Most Common Pathologic Process Leading To Cardiovascular Disease.

The Autopsy Study Provides A Means Of Understanding The Basic Process Which Sets A Stage For Clinically Significant Atherosclerotic Cardiovascular Disease. There Is No Valid Method Of Sampling Of Living Population. It Was, Therefore, Considered That Death Suspected Due To Cardiovascular Pathology, Probably Provide The Best Sample Of The Living Population For Studying Atherosclerosis.

In This Study, The Histological Examination Of The Serially Sectioned Coronary Arteries From 16 Men And Women Who Died Suddenly And Unexpectedly Revealed The Frequent Presence Of Early Atherosclerotic Lesions In 16 Cases. The Lesions Are Marked By Infiltration In The Intima And Media Of Coronary Artery, Monocytes/Foam Cells, Rich-Lymphocytes And Deposits Of Mineral Material, Mainly Composed Of Cellular Matrix Network, As Well As Fragmentation Of The Elastic Fiber System. Age Is A Powerful Risk Factor For Coronary Heart Disease. The Development Of Atherosclerosis Increases Markedly With Age Up To An Age Of About 65, Regardless Of Sex And Ethnic Background (14). The Autopsy Findings Of Coronary Artherosclerosis In Different Reports Are Variable In Relation Of Age And Sex. In An Autopsy Study By Yusuf S Et Al. (15) Among 124 Men Who Died Of Non - Cardiac Causes, 10.3 % Had One-Vessel, 2.8 % Had Two-Vessel, And 1.4 % Had Three- In Age Group Between 52 And 83 Years. This Prevalence Of Coronary Atherosclerosis Is Higher But Supported By Other Investigators. The Coronary Atherosclerosis Is Also Increasing With Rapid Pace In Older Age Group Also.

Autopsies Performed On Casualties Of The Korean War Revealed Coronary Artery Involvement In 77.3 % Of The Hearts Studied, And Data After The Vietnam War Noted The Presence Of Atherosclerosis In 45 % Of Casualties With Severe Disease In 5 %. One Hundred Eleven Victims Of Non-Cardiac Trauma Underwent Pathologic Examination Of Their Coronary Arteries To Estimate The Presence And Severity Of Coronary Atherosclerosis. Sudden Coronary Death (SCD) In Older Individuals Is Generally Associated With Extensive Coronary Atherosclerosis, Although It May Be The First Manifestation Of Ischemic Heart Disease. In Younger Age-Groups, SCD May Occur In The Presence Of Less Severe Disease (16).

Low-Density Lipoprotein Remains The Most Important Risk Factor For Development Of Atherosclerosis In Humans And Has Been Also Associated With Atherosclerosis In Animals (11), However, Immune And Inflammatory Mechanisms Of Atherosclerosis Have Gained Tremendous Interest In The Past 20 Years (13).New Data Suggest An Important Role For Chemokines And Chemokine Receptors In Atherosclerosis And Highlight A Network Of Cytokines That Modulate The Immune Response And...
Inflammation Of The Arterial Wall (12), (13). Because It Has Been Shown In Humans That All Phases Of Atherosclerosis Are Regulated By Inflammatory Mechanisms, The Possible Impact Of Chronic Inflammation In The Development Of Atherosclerosis In Animals And The Importance Of Preventive Diagnosis Should Be Considered (12), (13).

In Our Study, An Increased Number Of Inflammatory Cells, The Presence Of Giant Cells And Areas Of Necrosis And Calcification Were More Frequent In Segments Containing Atherosclerotic Plaques, Consistent With Findings From Studies On Atherosclerosis Of Coronary Arteries. Moreover, Lymphocytes Were More Abundant In Sections Containing Atherosclerotic Plaques. However, Contrary To What Has Been Reported From The Analysis Of Arterial Plaques, In Our Study, Lymphocytes Were The Predominant Inflammatory Cells In The Majority Of Atherosclerotic Plaques. The Findings Of A Study By Van Der Wal Et Al. (17) Also Suggested A Predominance Of Lymphocytes In Venous Compared With Arterial Plaques. Although The Reasons For A Predominance Of Lymphocytes In Vessel Atherosclerotic Lesions Need Further Investigation, It Has Been Suggested That Dendritic Cells And Lymphocytes Co-Accumulate In Atherosclerotic Vein Grafts, Suggesting An Immune-Mediated Antigen Presentation To Lymphocytes. It Might Be The Case That In Human Venous Plaques, Lymphocytes Are Dominant Inflammatory Cells That Render The Venous Plaques More Vulnerable To Rupture Or Disruption Because Of Interferon- Production, Which Reduces The Fibrous Cap Thickness.

In The Present Study, It Was Observed That Eleven Cases (69%) Were Males And Five (31%) Were Females, Which Are Concordant With Other Researchers Findings That Showed 74.8% Males And 24.2% Females. And Another Study Found 66.5% Males And 33.5% Females (18). In The Present Study, 69% Of Male Showed Atherosclerosis & 31% Of Female Showed Atherosclerosis Which Are Concordant With The Study Of Thej Et Al., Showed 62% Were Males & 50% Were Females In Indian Population (19). Study Reported By Yazdi SAT Et Al., Showed 73% Males And 61% Females Had Atherosclerosis In A Population Of Iran. This Difference Is Again Explained By The Demographic, Geographic, Racial, Lifestyle & Dietary Variation In Population Singh H Et Al., Have Reported The Incidence Of Atherosclerosis In The Coronaries To Be 68% In Males And 27% In Females (20).

Coronary Artery Calcium (CAC) Has Been Demonstrated To Be Associated With The Risk Of Coronary Heart Disease. Our Study Showed That The Information Provided Here Can Be Used To Examine Whether A Patient Has A High CAC Score Relative To Others With The Same Age, Gender, And Race/Ethnicity Who Do Not Have Clinical Cardiovascular Disease Or Treated Diabetes. Rumberger Et Al. Have Made Additional Recommendations For Specific Cut Points For Mild, Moderate, And Severe Coronary Artery Calcium That Have Been Used Frequently In Clinical Practice. CAC Score Indicates Greater Likelihood Of Disease And May Be Consistent With Moderate To High Risk Of A Cardiovascular Event During That Time Period. However, Some Post-Mortem Pathologic Analyses Of Coronary Arteries Reported That Calcium Was A Frequent Feature Of Plaque Rupture. Other Reports Have Been Shown That Ruptured Plaques Were Less Likely To Be Calcified In Acute Coronary Syndrome Patients. Thus, Coronary Calcium Is Not A Marker For Neither Unstable Nor Stable Plaques. If Calcium Does Have A Different Impact On Risk Depending On Race, Then The Observed CAC Should Be Evaluated Relative To Subjects Of The Same Age, Gender, And Race/Ethnicity, As Presented Here. It Is Premature To Use Percentiles From Either This Study Or Others To Make Medical Decisions. In Other Words, At This Time, The Information Presented Here Cannot Necessarily Be Used To Conclude That A Patient Is At High Risk, But Can Indicate Whether They Have A High Calcium Score Relative To Others With The Same Age, Gender, And Race/Ethnicity (21).

Atherosclerosis And Coronary Artery Disease Are Huge Health Concerns In Iran. They Constitute The Largest Single Cause Of Death And Exact A Financial Burden Of Billions Of Dollars Annually. It Is Well Known That Lifestyle Modification And Drug Therapy In Selected Individuals Can Reduce The Risk Of Hard Cardiac Events, But Current Framingham Risk Assessment Is Suboptimal.

V. Conclusions

Our Study Suggested That Although Calcification Is Found More Frequently In Advanced Lesions, It May Also Occur In Small Amounts In Earlier Lesions, Which Appear In The Second And Third Decades Of Life. Histopathological Investigation Has Shown That Plaques With Microscopic Evidence Of Mineralization Are Larger And Associated With Larger Coronary Arteries Than Plaques Or Arteries Without Calcification. The Relation Of Arterial Calcification To The Probability Of Plaque Rupture Is Unknown. Although The Amount Of Coronary Calcium Correlates With The Amount Of Atherosclerosis In Different Individuals And To A Lesser Extent In Segments Of The Coronary Tree In The Same Individuals, It Is Not Known If The Quantity Of Calcification Tracks The Quantity Of Atherosclerosis Over Time In The Same Individuals. Further Research Is Needed To Better Elucidate The Relation Of Calcification To The Pathogenesis Of Both Atherosclerosis And Plaque Rupture.
Finally, histopathological studies provide the most accurate clues to a better understanding of human coronary artery disease. With better insight into disease pathophysiology, novel interventions could be introduced to improve care and future outcomes for patients undergoing coronary artery disease.
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Legends Of Figures:
A. Photomicrograph Demonstrates The Fatty Deposits In Adventitia And Inflammatory Cells Surrounding The Media Of This Arteriole Are Seen (H&E, 200 ×). B. Shows The Deposition Of Lipids And Infiltration Of Lipid-Laden Foam cells In The Tunica Intima And Tunica Media Together With Severe Narrowing By Atherosclerotic Plaque, With Several Hemorrhagic Necrotic Cores (H&E, 400 ×). C. Photomicrograph Of A Coronary Plaque (H&E Stain) Showing Intraplaque Hemorrhage With The Necrotic Core With A Form Of Calcification That Result In Irregular Nodules Of calcium (H&E, 200 ×). D. Magnification 10 × 200, H&E Stain. Note Thickened Media, Which Contained Cholesterol Crystals Within The Tunica Media Together With Lesions With Fibromuscular, E. Shows Lymphoplasmacyte-Rich Infiltrates And Fibroproliferative Tissue Together With Areas Of Free Cholesterol Crystals (H&E, 400 ×). F. Photomicrograph Of Thick Part Of Atheroma And Shows Extracellular Lipid Forms A Confluent Core In The Musculoelastic Layer Of Eccentric Adaptive Thickening That Is Always Present In This Location And The Lipid Core Also Contains Cholesterol Crystals And Dark Staining Aggregates Of Microcrystalline Calcium (H&E, 400 ×). G. Photomicrograph Demonstrates Severe Atheromatous Lesions Containing Abundant Lymphocytes Cells Infiltration And The Deposition Of Lipids And Infiltration Of Lipid-Laden Foam cells In The Tunica Intima And Tunica Media (H&E, 400 ×).